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I •  I  NTRODUCT I  ON 
This  report.  Issued  pursuant  to  the  Council  Resolution  of  19  September 
1978,  Is aimed  at  providing on  overview of  the shipbuilding  Industry and 
market  In  1990. 
The  year  saw  confirmation  of  a  sectoral  upturn  first  apparent  In  1988 
and  strengthening  through  1989. 
II.  GENERAL  ECONOMIC  BACKGROUND 
The  slowdown  In  world  economic  actlylty,  which  had  begun  at  the  end  of 
1988,  continued  In  1990.  World  output  Increased during  the  year  by  only 
2%  In  real  terms,  half  the  rate of  Increase  of  1988.  The  slowdown  was 
particularly pronounced  In  the  USA,  where  real  GNP  Increased by  just  1%, 
and  In  the  countries of  Central  and  Eastern  Europe  where  the  Inevitable 
restructuring  led  to  a  temporary decline of  output.  In  Japan,  however, 
growth  remained  very  strong  with  GNP  expanding  by  5,6%  In  real  terms. 
In  the  CommunIty,  the  deter lor  at ton  of  the  externa I  envIronment  was 
partly  offset  by  the  gro~th  Impulses  emanating  from  German  ~nlflcatlon 
and  real  GOP  Increased  by  2,7%. 
The  deceleration  of  growth  Is  expected  to  continue  Into  1991,  with  a 
modest  recovery  taking  place only  In  the  second  half of  the  year.  As  a 
result,  world  economic  activity  Is  expected  to expand  this year  by  gnly 
11.  Growth  Is  also  expected  to  decelerate  In  the  Community.  Uost 
countries,  however,  should  experience only  a  moderate  deceleration  from 
the  growth  rates  of  1990,  while  In  the  United  Kingdom  the  recession  Is 
turning  out  to  be  much  more  severe  than  anticipated.  As  a  reslut, 
average  Community  GOP  Is  projected  to  Increase  by  only  1  1/4%  In  1991. 
World  trade  grew  In  1990  by  4,6%  (Increase  In  real  Imports  of  goods) 
with  the  Community  contrlbut!ng  positively  to  Its  expansion  with  an 
Increase  of  Its  Imports  of  5,5%  In  real  terms.  This  trend  Is  expected 
to  continue  In  1991,  albeit  at  a  weaker  level,  with  Community  Imports 
going  up  by  4%  In  real  terms  and  Imports  by  the  rest  of  the  world 
Increasing  by  less  than  3%.  Overall,  real  world  trade  should  grow  by 
3  1/4%  In  1991. 
The  slowdown  In  output  and  trade  will  take  Its  toll  on  Investment. 
Wh I I  e  In  Japan  Investment  Is  st I I I  expected  to  expand  by  about  5%  1  n 
real  terms  In  1991,  _down  markedly  from  the  10.8%  recorded  In  1990, 
Investment  In  the  USA  Is  projected  to  decline  by  more  than  3%.  In  the 
Community,  Investment  Is  further  depressed  by  the  need,  In  most 
countries,  to maintain  a  cautious  pol Icy  stance;  as  a  result,  Investment 
In  the  EC  Is  expected  to  Increase  on  average  by  only  about  1%  In  1991 
with  Investment  In  eQuipment  actually stagnating. - 4  -
Ill.  SHIPPING  TRENDS 
World  seaborne  trade  movement  saw  a  new  record  In  1990,(whllat  growth 
was  slower  In  1989)  fo.llowlng  the  upward  · trend.  wh lch  started  In 
1984/85. 
In  terms of  tonnes world  seaborne  trade volume  Increased by  3,0%  In  1990 
after  5.0%  In  1989.  from  3.860 million  tonnes  to  a  new  record of  3.975 
million  tonnes. 
1  n  tonne-m 1  1  e  the  I  ncr  ease was  s n gh t I y  hIgher •  about  .ex  <compared  to 7% 
In  1989).  from  16.402  billion  tonne-miles  In  1989  to  17.035  billion  In 
1990.  However,  the  record  level  of  1979  with  17.513  billion  tonne-
miles,  was  not  reached  <see  annex  f,  table 1). 
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As  In  1989.  crude oil  shipments  contributed  most  to  the  Increase,  with 
about  6.5%  In  terms  of  tonne-miles,  followed  by  oil  products  <~.5%), 
coal  (4.3%),  other  cargo  (3;5%)  and  grain  (2,7%).  Iron ore shipments on 
the other  hand  decreased  by  abgut  3,5%. 
Freight  rate  developments  In  1990  were  heterogeneous.  The  overall 
market  pattern  In  1990  was  similar  to  1989,  with  a· strong first  quarter 
during  which  freight  rates exceeded  level  for  the  equivalent  quarter  In 
1989.  The  second  quarter  was  weaker  than  In  1989  and  the  third quarter - 5  -
trailed significantly.  The  Gulf  crisis unsurprlslngly  had  the  greatest 
Impact  on  tanker  rates with  rates varying according  to type ~f trade and 
vessels:  VLCCs  experienced their best  rates for  a  number  of  years whilst 
rates  for  other  tankers  were  on  average  fa lr ty  strong.  By  contrast 
genera I  cargo  tonnage  underwent  a  weakenIng  freIght  market  throughout 
the year. 
IV.  FLEET  TRENDS 
The  growth  trend,  which  started  In  1988  continued  and  the  world  fleet 
Increased  from  410,5 million gt  In  1989  to 42.3,6 million gt  In  1990  (see 
annex  1,  table 3). 
Tankers  and  bulk  carriers  contributed  mainly  to  this  Increase,  whereas 
the combined  carrier fleet  decreased,  like  In  1989. 
Although  tonnage  broken  up  and  lost  In  1990  was  higher  than  In  1989,  the 
level  still  remains  low  for  the  third consecutive year. 
Supply  of  tonnage  was  with  3,2X  higher  In  1990  than  In  1989  with  1,8% 
(In  gt  terms).  Despite  this  Increase,  the  tonange  balance  Improved 
nevertheless,  as  demolllons,  tonnage  broken  up  an<f  lost  led  to  a  net 
fleet  Increase  of  2.7%,  whereas  seaborne  trade  (In  tonne-miles) 
Increased by  4%. 
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Although  ~eaborne trade  and  the  world  fleet  experienced  further  growth, 
the  EC  fleets  continued  to  decline.  In  1989  the Community  fleets,  with 
59,9  million  gt,  represented  still  14,6%  of  the  world  merchant  fleet. 
In  1990  the  EC's  share  fell,  however,  further  to  14%,  as  the  fleets  In 
the  Community  shrunk  to  59,1  million gt  and  as  the world  fleet  grew  from 
410,5 mil lion gt  to 423,6 million gt. 
V.  SITUATION  IN  THE  SHIPBUILDING  INDUSTRY 
A.  General  overview 
In  1990  world  shipbuilding  production  Increased  In  cgt  terms  by  18.0% 
against  14.9%  In  1989. 
During  the  first  three  Quarters  of  1990  the  demand  In  the  shipbuilding 
sector  was  characterized  by  optimism,  especially  with  regard  to  the 
tanker  market.  The  rising demand  for  double  hull  tankers- In  the  light 
of  the  us  Pollution  Act  of  1990  with  Its  strict  reQuirements  for  the 
future  design  of  tankers  entering  an  US  harbour  - was  one  of  the  main 
reasons  behind  this  development.  But  expectations  about  rising 
newbulldlng  prIces  and  the  assumption  of  a  possible  lack  of  available 
building  berths  were  other  factors  Influencing  shipowners  not  to 
postpone or  even  to anticipate  the  placing of  new  orders. 
In  the  fourth  Quarter  of  1990,  the  optimism  gave,  however,  way  to  the 
fear  that  the  Gulf-crisis  would  have  a  major  Impact  on  the  shipping  and 
shipbuilding sector.  Although  the  volume  of  new-orders  declined  during 
the  fourth  Quarter  of  1990,  one  cannot  exclude  that  this  development  Is 
also  a  reaction  to  the  combined  effect  of  less  available  yard  capacity 
on  short  term,  price  rises during  the  first  half of  the year,  a  widening 
gap  between  freight  rates  and  ship  prices,  and  especially  In  the  fourth 
Quarter  a  strengthening  of  the  Yen.  A  certain  lack  of  funding  for 
newbul ldlngs  became  also  apparent,  and  may  have  eQually  dampened  demand 
for  newbul ldlngs. 
1.  Production 
Production  In  1990  Increased  by  18%  against  14.9%  In  1989.  Nearly  11.7 
million  cgt  were  completed  after  9.9 million  cgt  In  1989  (see  annex  1, 
table 5a). 
A  breakdown  by  tonnage  of  1990  construction  figures  for  the  main 
categories  of  ship  shows  more  than  half  of  deliveries  being  accounted 
for  by: - 7  -
bulk carriers  (21.~% of world  production); 
.product  and  chemlca.ls carrrlers (11 •  .CX) 
general  cargo ships  (10.5%); 
oil  tankers  (10%). 
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2.  prices 
The  trend  of  rising  newbulldlng  prices,  which  started  In  1985,  became 
1  ess  pronounced.  It  rem a I  ned  In  evIdence,  however ,  In  the  case  of 
certain  categories  of  ship,  notably  ultra-large  crude  carriers, 
oil/bulk/ore carriers and  LNG  carriers. 
At  the  beginning of  1990  prices did still  Increase on  a  US-Dollar  basis, 
and  remained  then stable  throughout  the  year  for  most  ship  types. (2) 
- 8-
With  prices  for  secon~ hand  vessels  showing  a  decreasing  tendency,  with 
financing  becoming  ever  more  difficult,  with  a  widening  gap  between 
freight  rates  and  newbulldlng  prices,  and  with  the  Gulf  crisis  In  the 
third quarter  of  1990,  the possibility for  price  Increases became  rather 
limited. 
Japan's  prices,  quoted  In  Yen,  showed,  however,  a  stronger  Increase 
until  second  half of  the year.  Especially  In  Spring  1990,  when  the  Yen 
weakened  against  the  US-Dollar  to  above  150  Yen/Dollar,  orders  placed 
with  Japanese  yards  Increased  strongly,  allowing  the  yards  to  ask  for 
higher  prices.  When  the Yen  started to appreciate again against  the US-
Dollar  In  the  third  quarter  of  1990,  this  and  the  generally  reduced 
demand  for  newbulldlngs  led  In  turn  and  In  some  cases  to certain  price 
reductions  In  Yen.  But  as  prices  In  US-Dollar  remained  rather  stable, 
and  as  the  European  currencies  became  weaker  against  the  US-Dollar, 
prices  In  European  currencies  had  to  follow  this development  and  had  to 
be  adopted  downwards. 
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Source:  Fearnley's  Review  1990  (see annex  1,  table 4). 
3.  New  orders and  order  books 
After  1989,  where  new  orders  Increased  by  48,6%  on  a  cgt  basis,  1990  saw 
a  growth  of  5,4%  (see annex  1,  table 6a). - 9-
As  the  Intake  of  abouJ  14,3  million  cgt  In  new  orders  was  higher  than 
the  annual  production  with  11,7  million  cgt,  order  books  lncreasd 
further.  At  the  end  of  1990  they  were  16,7X  higher  than  at  the  end  of 
1989. 
Fig.  5. 
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4.  Supply  and  demand 
Agan I st  thIs  background  of  st I I I  recoverIng  sh I  pbu I I  dIng  pr 1  ces  and 
filled  order  books,  It  Is  evident  that  the  current  trend  towards  a 
possibly  balance  between  supply  and  demand  In  the  Industry  Is  starting 
to show  a  certain  Improvement.  For  the  future  this equilibrium  depends 
most  of  all  on  the  willingness  of  all  shipbuilders  to  abstain  from 
substantially  Increasing  their  building  capacity  through  the  opening  of 
new  or  previously mothballed  yards. - 10  -
B.  Situation  In the ~nlty, Japan and  SOUth  Korea 
1.  The  Community 
The  EC's  oroductlon  market-share  Increased  slightly  from  19,8%  In  1989 
to  20,2%  In  1990,  as  production  rose  with  20,8X  against  18%  for  the 
world. 
Fig.  6. 
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The  most  Important  market  segments of  the  production were: 
Full  Container  Ships  representing  18,4%  of  the Community  production 
General  Cargo  Ships  representing  14,4%  of  the Community  production 
Passenger  Ships  representing  13,4%  of  the community  production 
Fishing Vessels  representing  8,9%  of  the  Community  production 
Product  & Chemical  Carriers representing 8,5%  of  the  CE  production. 
In  the  yards  of  what  used  to  be  the  German  Democratic  Republic,  45%  of 
production  was  accounted  for  by  fishing  vessels  and  35.4%  by  general 
cargo ships. - 11  -
However,  as  far  as  new  orders are  concerned,  the  EC  ended  the  year  1990 
with  a  market  share  of  19,3~ against  20,3~  In  1989,  worth  mentioning, 
however,  that  new  orders  for  oil  tankers,  which  rose  by  112~ on  world 
level,  Increased  by  147~ as  far  as  the  Community  Is  concerned.  The  EC 
reached  thus  a  world  market  share  of  above  13X.  Also  In  the  bulk 
carrier  segment  the  EC's  share  ·Improved  from  2,9  In  1989  to  12,6  In 
1990.  In  cgt  terms,  new  orders  for  EC  yards  grew  by  192%,  whereas  on 
the  International  scale orders for  this ship  type declined  from  2.5 mlo. 
cgt  In  1989  to 1.6 mlo  cgt  In  1990  <see  annex  1,  table 8). 
Orderbool<:s  mirror  the slt·uatlon of  the  Intake of  new  orders.  On  a  world 
level,  the  .Increase  against  1989  was  16,7%.  For  the  EC,  however, 
orderbool<:s  I  ncr  eased  by  10,  3~  and  the  EC  saw  Its  wor I  d  market  share 
reduced  from  25,  1~ to 23,  7~  .. 
Most  yards  have  enough  orders  (extrapolat lng  from  current  product lon 
capacity)  to  keep  them  busy  for  at  least  two  years  and,  In  the  case  of 
certain  categories  of  ship  (those  with  the  highest  value  added,  I.e. 
cruise shl.ps),  even  for  part of  1993. 
Production  In  Japan  Increased  by  21.6~  In  1990  against  24.1%  In  1989. 
The  country's world  market  share  Increased  thereby  from  37.1~ In  1989  to 
38.2%  In  1990.  This  Increase,  larger  than  that  In  either  the  Community 
or  Korea,  Is attributable,  Inter alIa,  to better utilization of existing 
resources  and  greater  cooperation ·between  large and  medium-sized  yards. 
With  regard  to  new  orders,  Japan's  market  share  did  even  decline  from 
43,3%  In  1989  to  42,8%  In  1990,  as  new  orders  placed  with  yards  In 
Japan  Increased  by  only  4~ against  5,4%  for  the world. 
Although  the  Increase  In  orderbooks  was  with  31,6%  less  than half of  the 
result  In  1989  (64%),  Japan  Improved  Its .world  market  share  from  25,9% 
to  29,2%. 
3.  South  Korea 
South  Korea's  production  Increase  of  12,6%  was  not  sufficient  to 
maintain  Its  1989  world  market  of  14,1%.  South  Korea's  share  declined 
thus  to  13,4%. 
However,  the  Intake  of  new  orders  grew  by  29,8%,  leaving  the  country 
with  a  market  share  of  15,2%  at  the  end  of  1990  against  12,3% one  year 
before. - 12  -
The  sltuat !on  of  the rorderbooks  Improved  equally,  with  an  Increase  of 
24,4%,  and  a  world  market  share  of  13,6%  at  the  end  of  1990  against 
12,8%  In  1989. 
VI.  Polley framework 
A.  External  policy 
The  Community  continued  Ita  active  participation  In  the  multilateral 
negotiations  Initiated  In  September  1989  within OECD  Group  6  (of  which 
Korea  became  a  full  member  at  the end  of 1990)  with  a  view  to conclusion 
of  an  International  agreement  eliminating  all  obstacles  to  normal  and 
fair  competition  In  this sector. 
On  the  bas Is  of  the  mandate  gIven  It  by  the  Ju I  y  1990  Counc II •  the 
Commission  argued  that  the  proposed  agreement  could  only  be  considered 
balanced  If  all  obstacles  (public  and  private)  to  free  competition 
conditions were  removed  or  appropriate solutions were  provided  for. 
The  discussions.  while  producing  general  agreement  on  a  whole  series of 
questions,  remained  unresolved  on  a  limited,  but  politically  very 
Important,  number  of  points. 
In  this  context  the  OECD  Council  of  5  June  1991,  while  expressing 
sat lsfact ion  at  the  progress  made  to  date,  was  of  the  view  that  the 
part les  to  the  agreement  ought  to  present  a  draft  agreement  by  July 
1991,  so  that  outstanding  political  differences  could  be  resol-ved  as 
quickly as  possible. 
B.  Internal  policy 
1)  Maritime  Industries 
In  recognising  the  growing  Importance of maritime  Issues,  concerning 
formost  the  hea I  th  of  the  oceans  and  Its  resources  and  havIng  In 
mind  the  continuing  decline  of  the  EC  fleets  and  the  future  of  the 
Commun 1  ty  sh lpbu lid log,  the  Commies Jon  presented  the  communI cat I  on 
"New  challenges  to  maritime  lndustrles"(1)  to  the  Council,  the 
European  Par I I  ament  and  the  EconomIc  and  Soc I  a I  CommIt tee.  ThIs 
communication  seeks  an  open  discussion  on  the  Increasing  Importance 
of  the  Community's  maritime  dimension  and  alms  to  find  the  EC's 
answer  to  current  and  future  challenges.  Its  primary  Intention  Is 
to  develop  the  relevant  maritime  Issues  In  the  framework  of  general 
principles  of  the  Community's  Industrial  policy,  as  recently 
explained  In  the Commission's  Communication  "Industrial  policy  In  an 
open  and  competitive envlronment"(2). 
(1)  COM(91)335  final  ....•.  1991. 
(2)  COM(90)556  flnar.  16  November  1991. - 13  -
In  this context,  tt  Is worth  mentioning  that  this COmmunication  does 
not  follow  the  more  traditional  approach  concentrating  on  sector 
specific  aspects.  Instead,  the  approach  pursued  In  this 
Communication  Is  a  general  and  horizontal  one,  as  It  addresses  the 
whole  maritime  dimension  - which  Is  of  common  concern  to  the 
different  parties  Involved,  namely  shipping,  shipbuilding,  marine 
equipment  and  service  sectors.  In  this  respect  the  Commission 
proposes  to  create  a  discussion  Forum  with  all  the  relevant 
Industries,  research  bodies,  national  administrations  and  the 
Commission  Itself.  This  forum  will  not  only allow for  a  wlderanglng 
dialogue  between  all  parties concerned,  but  will  furthermore  prepare 
a  report  to  the  Commission  with  recommendations  about  the  measures 
and  actions,  needed  In  order  to  pursue  the  EC's  maritime  Interests 
on  a  viable and  long-term basis. 
2)  seventh  Plrectlye on  aid  to shtobulldlng 
On  a  proposal  from  the  Commission,  the  Industry  Councl I  on  21 
December  1990  approved  the  text  of  the  Seventh  Directive  on  aid  to 
shipbuilding,  ahead  of  expiry of  the  Sixth  Directive on  31  December 
1990. 
The  new  Directive,  to  apply  for  three  years,  should  ensure  the 
survival  of  an  efficient  and  competitive  European  Shipbuilding 
Industry. 
The  provisions of  the  seventh  Directive coincide  largely  with  those 
of  the  Sixth Directive. 
On  12  December  1990  the  Commission,  In  the  light  of  the  continued 
Improvement  In  world  demand  of  ships  and  the  generalized  upswing  In 
prices  level,  decided  to  reduce  the  level  of  the  common  maximum  aid 
cell lng  for  operating  aid  for  large  ships  to  13%  and  the  level  of 
this  aid  eel ling  for  shlpnewbulldlngs  with  a  contract  value  of  less 
than  10  MECU  and  for  ship conversions  to 9%. 
3)  Research  and  peyelocment 
The  application  of  advance  technology  and  Industrial  Innovation  are 
expected  to have  a  significant effect on  the  performance of  European 
shipbuilders during  the  next  decade. 
European  shlpbul lders  have  benefitted  from  Community  funded  R&D 
programmes  such  as  BRITE/EURAM  and- ESPRIT  to  meet  the  Industrial 
challenges,  and  especially  the  fierce  competition  from  the  Far  East. - 14  -
The  Commission  services  have  held  several  meetings  during  1990  with 
the  European  Sh I  pbu II dIng  R&D  CommIttee  (COREDES).  ThIs  Cornm I ttee 
has  recently submitted an  outline proposal  for  a  possible  Integrated 
project - •euROSHIP  2oooa.  and  which  Is currently being evaluated by 
the Commission  services. 
A  ca II  for  proposa I  has  recent I  y  been  sent  out  by  the  COrM! Iss I  on 
services  for  a  study  on  •european  Shipbuilding  Technological 
Development  for  the  1990s"  - this  study  will  help  to  establish 
future  needs  and  the  priority  areas  for  R&D  that  would  lead  to 
Improvements  of  competition. 
4)  Technical  harmonization 
The  need  for  technical  harmonization  of  marine  ~Qulpment  has  been 
recognised  by  the  Commission  for  some  time.  This  Is  a  complex 
matter  since  the  reQuirements  for  marine  eQuipment  are  based  on 
conventions of  the  International  Marine  Organisation  (IMO). 
During  the  last  year.  Commission  staff  have  consulted  Industrial 
associations  on  this matter  and  a  Member  States meeting  was  held  In 
November  1990.  Ways  are  currently  being  sought  to  resolve  this 
complex  problem  In  order  to eliminate barriers  to trade. 
Private  consultants  have  recently  been  engaged  to  carry out  a  study 
of  the  structure  of  the  marine  eQuipment  sector  and  to  evaluate 
possible barriers to trade. 
On  the  more  specific  Issue  of  recreational  craft,  discussions  and 
consultations  with  Industry  and  governmental  experts  were  held 
during  the  year  of  1990  and  1991  In  view  of  a  possible  presentation 
of  a  draft  Directive based  on  article 100A  of  the Treaty. 
5)  Social  Aspects 
- Although  employment  In  the  shipbuilding  Industry  continued  to 
decrease  from  67.368  In  1989  to 66.745  In  1990,  the  levelling-off 
of  the downward  trend already  noticed  the  previous  year  was  fully 
confirmed. 
- This  global  reduction was  due  mainly  to  Job  cuts  In  Member  States 
where  restructuring  had  not  yet  been  completely  achieved,  while 
those  Member  States  which  have  gone  through  an  In  depth 
restructuratlon  of  the  sector  showed  a  slight  recovery  In  terms 
of  employment  (see Annex  1,  table  11}. - 15  -
6}  Regional  Aspects  • 
The  objective  of  the  RENAVAL  Community  progranrne  Is  to  support 
economic  activities  that  generate  new  jobs  outside  the  sector  In 
regions  affected  by  the  restructuring of  the  shipbuilding  Industry. 
Following  the  terms  of  this  programme,  the  COmmission  decided  that 
26  shipbuilding  areas  located  In  9  Uember  States  qualified  for 
assistance.  On  the  15  October  1991,  16  corresponding  operational 
programmes  were  adopted,  wh lie  the  rema lnder  of  10  operat lona I 
programmes  will  be  approved  before  the  end  of  1991.  The  tota  I 
budgetary  commitment  under  Benavalwlll  then  amount  to  some  300  UECU 
(see  also Annex  1,  Table  12). -16-
ANNEX  1 
STATISTICAL  DATA 
(3) TABLE  1 -WORLD  SEABORNE  TRADE  MD  CARGO  FLEET 
OIL  MD  OIL  PRODI..CTS  OTHER  CARGO  TOTAL 
Seaborne  Seaborne  Seaborne 
trade  fleet  •  trade  fleet  •  trade  fleet  • 
'000  reference  million  reference  '000  reference  million  reference  '000  reference  million  reference 
million  mi II ion  mi II ion 
tonne-11111 ..  1973-100  tp I  1973-100  toone-miles  1973-100  tpl  - 1973-100  tonne-miles  1973-100  tpl  1973-100 
1973  10.217  100  234,3  100  5.187  100  205,6  100  15.404  100  439,9  100 
1974  10.621  104  275,4  118  5.766  111  218,6  106  16.387  106  493,9  112 
1975  9.730  95  313,0  134  5.636  109  230,7  112  15.366  100  543,7  124 
1976  11.149  109  343,9  147  5.874  113  247,4  120  17.023  111  591,3  134 
19n  11.403  112  356,1  152  6.050  117  268,6  131  17.453  113  624,6  142 
1978  10.546  103  353,0  151  6.388  123  279,8  136  16.934  110  632,7  144 
1979  10.497  103  350,9  150  7.016  135  287,0  140  17.513  114  637,9  145 
1980  9.239  90  343,4  149  7.372  142  293,0  143  16.611  108  641,3  146  I 
1981  8.193  80  342,9  146  7.469  144  305,9  149  15.662  102  648,7  147  -.::::... 
1982  6.282  62  322,5  138  7.217  139  320,6  155  13.499  88  643,0  146 
1983  5.558  54  301,.  129  7.022  135  331,0  156  12.580  82  632,4  144 
'{J 
1984  5.64a  55  285,1  122  7.778  150  341,2  166  13.426  87  626,2  142 
1985  5.157  50  257,1  110  7.908  152  348,2  169  13.065  85  605,3  138 
1986  5.905  58  249,7  107  7.951  153  345,5  168  13.856  90  595,2  135 
1987  8.0UI  59  245,8  105  8.282  160  342,2  166  14.298  93  588,0  134 
1988  6.510  64  248,8  106  8.795  170  345,0  168  15.305  99  593,8  135 
1989  7.276  71  255,6  109  9.126  176  353,7  172  16.402  106  609,2  138 
eat.  I 
1990  7.220  76  261,6  112  9.315  180  364,1  1n  17.035  111  625,6  142 
I 
• •  a• at end  of  the  year 
eet.  •  provielonal 
Source •  Fearnleya Oslo 1P-
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\..R:) TABLE  4  - <XNIRACf  PRICES  R:R  ORDERS  OF  NBV VESSB..S  1976-1986 
(price  ~t  the  end  of  the  year  in USDntillion as  charged  by  the  Japanese  and  Korean  yards) 
1979  I  1980  I  1981  I  1982  I  1983  I  1984  I  1985  I  1986  I  1987  I  1988  I  1989  I  1990 
30.000  tpl  navire  citerne 
80.000  tpl  navire  citerne 
130.000  tpl navire  citerne 
250.000  tpl  navire  citerne 
400.000  tpl navire  citerne 
96.000  tpl  obo 
60.000  tpl  vracqui~r 
120.000  tpl  vracquier 
125.000 ~  porteur GNL 
75.000 ~  porteur GPL 
5.000  tpl  ro-ro 
Source  : ,Fearnleys Oslo 
23,0 
29,0 
37,5 
48,0 
60,0 
35,0 
? 
33,0 
125,0 
60,0 
14,0 
26,0 
34,5 
45,0 
63,0 
85,0 
47,0 
28,5 
44,0 
150,0 
75,0 
16,0 
25,0 
38,0 
51,0 
72,5 
90,0 
44,0 
27,5 
42,0 
175,0 
75,0 
20,0 
17,0 
24,0 
32,5 
50,5 
61,0 
30,0 
18,0 
26,0 
150,0 
53,0 
15,0 
16,0 
23,0 
31,5 
48,5 
57,0 
28,0 
17,0 
25,0 
150,0 
50,0 
12,0 
14,5 
21,0 
29,0 
44,0 
51,0 
26,0 
15,5 
24,0 
130,0 
45,0 
10,0 
13,0 
18,5 
25,0 
37,0 
44,0 
22,5 
14,0 
20,5 
130,0 
42,5 
9,0 
14,0 
21,0 
26,5 
42,5 
50,5 
25,5 
15,0 
23,0 
120,0 
47,5 
10,0 
20,0 
29,0 
34,0 
54,0 
60,0 
32,0 
20,5 
30,0 
145,0 
5·5,0 
13,0 
27,0 
38,0 
46,0 
73,0 
88,0 
44,0 
27,0 
39,0 
175,0 
61,0 
16,0 
31,0 
43,0 
54,0 
82,0 
101,0 
54,0 
31,0 
44,0 
220,0 
71,0 
19,0 
30,0 
44,0 
55,0 
86,0 
120,0 
62,0 
31,5 
46,0 
260,0 
80,0 
21,0 
~ 
~ 
( TABLE  5 A - PRODUCTION  (cn.PLETIONS) 
1 000  CGT 
F I  GLRES  AT  1l£ Ett>  Of  THE  YEAR 
1976  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990 
E.E.C.  F.R.GERt.Wfr  1468.0  596.2  870.2  757.3  811.3  662.2  M1.2  578.7  396.4  502.5  452.9  656.7 
BELGII.Iol  139.8  129.6  95.5  83.0  173.2  102.3  124.4  45.0  25.9  46.8  35.5  71.7 
OEN.MK  560.6  382.4  343.8  329.2  338.5  355.4  444.0  350.7  194.4  277.2  287.0  305.5 
F'RAN:E  672.4  267.8  443.3  353.3  356.8  357.2  164.1  145.0  207.9  63.2  198.8  114.0 
GREECE  12.8  5.2  61.8  35.7  39.8  43.8  24.7  6.6  12.3  12.5  45.5 
IREL.Atl)  20.3  3.0  17.0  0.0  19.2  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
ITALY  353.9  345.5  359.2  156.2  217.0  182.3  123.8  60.9  224.8  119.9  284.5  327.6 
I£Tt£RLAN)S  940.0  249.5  341.6  390.0  415.8  259.3  310.2  262.8  146.2  153.1  171 .9  283.5 
~ITED KI~  985.1  458.6  243.2  394.0  319.3  305.3  164.4  141.5  162.3  113.2  157.3  144.6 
SPAIN  734.0  441.4  556.8  587.4  488.7  345.9  400.3  229.8  328.4  326.4  306.0  3M.8 
PCRT\.CAL  53.0  35.3  6.4  31.2  124.7  18.5  40.3  61.0  26.3  23.0  46.3  64.6 
TOTAL  5927.1  2922.1  3282.2  3143.4  3300.2  2628.2  2456.5  1900.1  1719.2  1637.6  1952.7  2358.5  ' 
---------- ~ 
EX  - R.D.A  400.1  424.2  456.5  502.5  502.0  488.3  368.3  382.5  393.6  344.9  ~ 
'  On£R  f'lNl.At()  371.9  407.5  440.6  503.3  419.1  282.9  260.4  145.3  262.7  321.2  379.0 
A-.W.E.S.  N:lRWAY  323.7  342.1  447.8  278.3  175.9  222.1  162.8  181.3  155.2  79.4  157.9 
SWEDEN  334.5  421.0  253.2  293.8  179.8  127.4  115.5  123.0  72.1  34.4  45.1 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  8285.8  4028.8  4852.9  4709.2  4832.1  3905.5  3590.9  2927.1  2537.1  2510. 1  2781 .3  3285.4 
JJ,P~  8348.8  5207.2  5580.9  5811.1  4908.2  6951. 1  6498.4  5085.4  3795.3  2952.7  3664.1  4456.0 
SOUTH  KOREA  '  349.4  445.7  512.2  880.3  985.5  1014.9  1633.3  1971.4  1193.5  1504.7  1389.2  1564.2 
OIINA  27.9  104.5  170.4  297.8  172.4  214.6  207.3  253.1  230.0  303.5 
POLAN)  497.7  346.4  369.5  277.1  382.4  357.5  340.0  300.0  344.0  237.9  176.6 
USSR  424.8  599.9  504.2  475.3  689.5  274.2  170.4  44.3  56.0  226.7  481.9 
YOOOOSLAVIA  170.6  224.8  220.5  217.0  237.2  281.4  188.4  3.0  230.5  327.7  293.4 
REST  Of  WORLD  5094.2  1860.4  1696.0  1988.5  1686.7  1519.7  1360.5  1241.8  1164.5  747.3  1024.2  1095.3 
TOTAL  WORLD  22078.2  12835.2  13841.0  14587.8  13552.3  14998.1  14168.6  12139.1  9245.0  8598.4  9881.1  11656.3 
Source:  Comml••lon/LMIS  contract TABLE  5  B - PROOUCTION  (CQ.PLETIONS) 
~T  SHARES 
FIGURES  AT  1l£ 00 ~  THE  YEAR 
1878  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990 
E.E.C.  F.R.GEJIW«  8.6X  4.7X  6.3%  5.2X  e.ox  4.4X  4.5X  4.6X  4.3%  5.6X  4.6X  S.&X 
BELCIIM  o.a  1.0X  0.7X  O.&X  1.~  0.7X  0.9X  0.4X  0.3%  o.sx  0.4X  O.&X 
D£N,MI(  2.5"  3.0X  2.5X  2.3X  2.5X  2.4X  3.1X  2.9X  2. 1X  3.2X  2.9X  2.6X 
FJWa:  3.0X  2.1X  3.2X  2.4X  2.6X  2.4X  1.2X  1.2X  2.2X  0.7X  2.0X  1.0X 
GREECE  0.1"  o.ox  0.4X  0.3"  0.3%  0.3%  0.2X  O. 1X  0.1X  0.1X  0.4X 
IRELAN>  0.1"  o.ox  0. 1X  o.ox  0.1"  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox 
ITALY  1.6X  2.7X  2.6X 
1. '" 
1.6X  1.2X  0.9X  o.sx  2.4X  1.4X  2.9X  2.8X 
t£n£Rl.»()S  4.3%  2.0X  2.5X  2.7X  3. 1X  1.7X  2.2X  2.2X  1.6X  1.8X  1.7X  2.3% 
~I  TED  KitGnt  4.5X  3.6X  1.8X  2.7X  2.4X  2.0X  1.2X  1.2X  1.8X  1.3%  1.6X  1.2X 
SPAIN  3.~  3.5X  4.0X  4.0X  3.6X  2.3%  2.8X  1.9X  3.6X  3.8X  3.1"  3.1X 
PORTl.C.\L  0.2X  0.3%  o.ox  0.2X  0.9X  "  0.1X  0.3%  o.sx  0.3%  0.3%  o.sx  o.sx 
TOTAL  2e.a  23.1X  23.7X  21. sx  24.4X  17.5X  17.3%  15.7X  18.6X  19.0:11:  19.8X  20.2X  I 
EX  - R.D.A.  2.9X  2.9X  3.4X  3.4X  3.5X  4.0X  4.0X  4.4X 
~~ -
4.0X  3.0X 
('.;) 
(\,) 
0Tt£R  FINL.AN)  2.9X  2.9X  3.0X  3.7X  2.8X  2.0X  2.1X  1.6X  3.1X  3.3%  3.3% 
A.W.E.$.  NORWAY  2.6X  2.5X  3.1X  2. 1"  1.2X  1.6X  1.3%  2.QX  1.8X  o.sx  1.4X 
SWEDEN  2.6X  3.0X  1. 7X  2.2X  1.2X  0.9X  t.OX  1.3%  0.8X  0.3%  0.4X 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  37.5"  31.9%  35. 1X  32.3%  35.7X  26.0X  25.3%  24. 1X  27.4X  29.2X  28. 1X  28.2X 
JAPAN  37.8S  41.2X  40.3%  39.8X  36.2X  46.3%  45.9X  41.9X  41. 1X  34.~  37. '"  38.2X 
-~-
SOUTH  KMA  '  1.6X  3.5X  3.7X  6.0X  7.~  6.8X  11.5X  16.2X  12.9X  11·.sx  14. 1X  13.4X 
CHI~  0.2X  0.7X  1. 3X  2.0X  1.2X  1.87;  2.2X  2.9X  2.3X  2.6X 
POl.»>)  3.9X  2.5X  2.5X  2.0X  2.5X  2.5X  2.87;  3.2X  4.0X  2.4X  1.5X 
USSR  3.4X  4.3%  3.5X  3.5X  4.6X  1.9X  1.4X  o.sx  0.7X  2.3%  4.1X 
YOUGOSLAVIA  1. 4X  1.6X  1 .sx  1.6X  1.6X  2.0X  1.6X  o.ox  2.7X  3.3%  2.5X 
REST~  WORLD  23. '"  14.7X  12.3%  13.6X  12.4X  10. 1X  9.6X  10.2"  12.6X  8.7X  10.4X  9.4X 
TOTAL  WORLD  100.0X  100.0:11:  100.0X  100.0:11:  100.0X  100.0X  100.0X  100.0:11:  100.0:11:  100.0X  100.0:11:  100.0:11: 
Source:  Commlaalon/LMIS  contract TABLE  5 C - 1990  PROOlC~  BY  TYPE  OF  SHIP 
1000  CGT 
OIL  PROO.  a:  BULK  ca.e.  GENERAL  REEFER  FULL  RO-RO  CAR  LPG  -l.t.e  FERR'f  PASSEt.C. F' ISH I  t.C  OTHER  TOTAL 
TAN<ER  O£MIC.  CARRIER  CARRIER  CARGO  CONTAIN.  VESSEL  CARRIER  CARRIER  CARRIER  SHIP  NON  CARGO 
CARRIER  SHIP  VESSELS 
E.E.C.  F' •  R  .GERW.NY  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  138.5  13.6  257.7  22.8  0.0  38.5  0.0  53.9  70.2  12.0  49.6  656.8 
BELGILt.t  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.7  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  37.4  0.0  o.o  o.o  1.5  32.2  71.8 
DEtM\RK  0.0  108.9  0.0  0.0  5.3  32.0  123.2  12.4  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  8.4  17.4  305.6 
FRANCE  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  o.o  72.8  26.3  14.8  113.9 
GREECE  0.0  7.4  0.0  0.0  6.8  17.6  0.0  o.o  0.0  o.o  0.0  9.1  0.0  4.6  0.0  45.5 
IRELAN)  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0 
ITALY  0.0  30.6  68.2  0.0  0.0  27.3  19.0  0.0  0.0  14.4  0.0  15.4  136.6  10.4  5.8  327.7 
NEn£RLAN>S  0.0  6.5  0.0  0.0  111.7  24.3  7.9  6.6  0.0  10.8  0.0  5.8  0.0  23.0  66.9  263.5 
~ITED Kl~  0.0  38.9  0.0  0.0  15.2  0.0  27.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  44.3  o.o  5.6  15.7  144.7 
SPAIN  88.2  11.4  0.0  o.o  28.8  91.2  0.0  0.0  0.0  8.2  0.0  o.o  30.5  107.9  0.5  364.7 
~TlXW.  21.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  33.7  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  o.o  o.o  0.0  9.8  0.0  64,5 
TOTAL  107.2  199.7  68.2  0.0  340.7  206.0  434.8  41.8  0.0  109.3  o.o  128.5  310.1  209.5  202.9  2358.7 
I 
EX  - R.D.A  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  122.1  o.o  32.4  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  155.3  35.2  345.0 
~ 
Oll£R  FINLAN>---- 0~0--34.1  0.0  0.0  0.0  13.5  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  36.0  215.8  0.0  79.5  378.9  '-'\; 
A.W.E.S.  ~y  0.0  28.5  0.0  o.o  10.5  15.0  0.0  4.3  0.0  0.0  0.0  23.3  1.4  48.1  28.9  158.0  I 
SWEDEN  o.o  9.2  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  o.o  19.6  0.0  o.o  0.0  8.4  2.4  5.5  0.0  45.1 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  107.2  269.5  68.2  0.0  473.3  234.5  467.2  65.7  o.o  109.3  0.0  196.2  529.7  418.4  346.5  3285.7 
JAP~  707.1  448.9  1148.2  0.0  347.6  214.0  399.0  32.2  97.0  303.2  128.6  182.6  186.9  198.8  61.8  4455.9 
SOUTH  KOREA  '  238.7  85.2  795.3  0.0  50.5  o.o  298.0  17.0  0.0  31.9  0.0  3.7  0.0  38.5  7.5  1564.3 
Oil~  0.0  34.4  120.0  o.o  52.7  28.9  30.8  10.5  0.0  0.0  0.0  5.6  0.0  13.8  6.6  303.3 
POLAND  0.0  0.0  9.4  0.0  27.2  1-4.4  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  15.1  0.0  35.9  74.5  176.5 
USSR  0.0  105.8  31.6  0.0  75.6  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  4.0  0.0  216.1  48.8  481.9 
YOUOOSLAVIA  54.4  149.7  33.8  0.0  14.6  23.5  0.0  o.o  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  7.7  9.8  293.5 
REST  OF  WORLD  57.7  239.3  329.6  0.0  177.3  0.0  38.7  1.7  0.0  0.0  0.0  26.1  0.0  97.6  127.3  1095.3 
TOTAL  WORLD  1163.1  1332.8  2536.1  0.0  1218.8  515.3  1233.7  127.1  97.0  444.4  128.6  433.3  716.6  1026.8  682.8  11656.-4 
Source:  Comml••lon/LMIS  contract TABLE  5 D -1990  PROOUCTJON  BY  TYPE  CF  SHIP 
MARKET  SHARES 
OIL  PROD •  .t  BULK  CCMI.  GENERAL  REEFER  FULL  RO-RO  CAR  LPG  LNG  FERRY  PASSENG.FISHING  0Tt£R  TOTAL 
TANKER  CHEMIC.  CARRIER  CARRIER  CARGO  CONTAIN.  VESSEL  CARRIER  CARRIER  CARRIER  SHIP  NON  CARG 
CARRIER  SHIP  VESSELS 
E.E.C.  F.R.~  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  21 . 1X  2. 1X  39.2X  3.5X  o.ox  5.9X  o.ox  8.2X  10.7X  1.8X  7.6X  100.0X 
BELGIIM  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  1.0X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  52. 1X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2. 1X  4-4.8X  100.0X 
OEN,MK  o.ox  3S.OX  o.ox  o.ox  1.7X  10.5X  40.3X  4.1X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2.7X  5.7X  100.0X 
FRAN:£  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  63.9X  23. 1X  13.0X  100.0X 
GREECE  o.ox  16.3X  o.ox  o.ox  14.9X  38.7X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  20.0X  o.ox  10. 1X  o.ox  100.0X 
IREL.NI)  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox 
ITALY  o.ox  9.3X  20.8X  o.ox  o.ox  8.3X  5.8X  o.ox  o.ox  4.4X  o.ox  4.7X  41. 7X  3.2X  1.8X  100.0X 
NE1l£Rl..AN)S  o.ox  2.5X  o.ox  o.ox  42.4X  9.2X  3.0X  2.5X  o.ox  4.1X  o.ox  2.2%  o.ox  8.7X  25.4X  100.0X 
lt4I TED  K  I  NGOaot  o.ox  25.51  o.ox  o.ox  10.5X  o.ox  18.7X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  30.6X  o.ox  3.9X  10.8X  100.0X 
SPAIN  23.6X  3.1X  o.ox  o.ox  7.9X  2S.OX  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2.2X  o.ox  o.ox  8.4X  29.6X  0.1X  100.0X 
~1\JGAL  32.6X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  52.2X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  15.2X  o.ox  100.0X 
TOTAL  4.51  8.51  2.9X  o.ox  14.4X  8.7X  18.4~  1.8X  o.ox  4.6X  o.ox  5.4X  13. 1X  8.9X  8.6X  100.0X  I 
~  EX  - R.O.A  o.ox  o:ox  o.ox  o.ox  .. 35.4X  o·.ox  9.4X  o.ox  .  - 0.~--- o.ox  o.ox  o.ox ---o:ax  ------.s:ox- 10.2X  100.0X  .::t--
OTI£R  FIN(AN)  o.ox  ILOX  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  3.6X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox -----o.-ax  --·  .. 9.5X  57.0X  o.ox 
.. 
21 :ox  100.0X  ( 
A.W.E.S.  NORWAY  o.ox  16.8X  o.ox  o.ox  6.6X  9.5X  o.ox  2.7X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox.  14.7X  0.9X  30.4X  18.3X  100.0X 
SWEDEN  o.ox  20.4X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  43.5X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  18.6X  5.3X  12.2X  o.ox  100.0X 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  3.3X  8.2X  2. 1X  o.ox  14.4X  7. 1X  14.2X  2.0X  o.ox  3.3X  o.ox  6.0X  16. 1X  12.7X  10.SX  100.0X 
JAPA14  15.SIX  10. 1X  25.8X  o.ox  7.8X  4.8X  9.0X  O.?X  2.2X  6.8X  2.9X  4. 1X  4.2X  4.5X  1.4X  100.0X 
SOUTH  KOREA  .  15. 1X  5.4X  so.ax  o.ox  3.2X  o.ox  19.1X  1. 1X  o.ox  2.0X  o.ox  0.2X  o.ox  2.5X  o.sx  100.0X 
CHINA  o.ox  11.3);  39.6X  o.ox  17.4X  9.5X  10.2X  3.5X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  1.8X  o.ox  4.5X  2.2X  100.0X 
POLAN)  o.ox  o.ox  5.3X  o.ox  15.4X  8.2X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  8.6X  o.ox  20.3X  42.2X  100.0X 
USSR  o.ox  22.0X  6.6X  o.ox  15.7X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ax  o.ox  4-4.8X  10. 1X  100.0X 
YOUGOSLAVIA  18.51  51.0X  11. sx  o.ox  s.ox  8.0X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2.6X  3.3X  100.0X 
REST  CF  WORLD  S.JX  21.8X  30. 1X  o.ox  16.2X  o.ox  3.5X  0.2X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2.4X  o.ox  8.9X  11.6X  100.0X 
TOTAL  WORLD  1o.ox  1  1.4X  21.8X  o.ox  10.SX  4.4X  10.6X  1  . 1X  o.ax  3.8X  1. 1X  3.7X  6. 1X  8.8X  5.9X  100.0X 
Source:  Commlaalon/LMIS  contract TABLE  5 E -1990  PRODUCTION  BY  TYPE  OF  SHIP 
MARKET  SHARES 
OIL  PROD.  t  BULK  c:a.e.  GO.ERAL  REEFER  FULL  RO-RO  CAR  LPG  L~  FERRY  PASSE~.FISHI~  0Tl£R  TOTAL 
TANKER  CHEMIC.  CARRIER  CARRIER  CARGO  CONTAIN.  VESSEL  CARRIER  CARRIER  CARRIER  SHIP  NON  CARG 
CARRIER  SHIP  VESSELS 
E.E.C.  F.R.GEIIW«  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  11.4~  2.6X  20.9X  17.9%  o.ox  8.~  o.ox  12.4~  9.8X  1.2"  7.3X  5.6% 
BELGIIJ,I  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.1~  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  8.4X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.1~  4.~  0.6% 
DDMW<  o.ox  a.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.4~  8.2%  10.0X  9.8X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ax  2.5~  2.6X 
FRANCE  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  10.2%  2.6%  2.2"  1.0% 
GREECE  o.ox  0.6X  o.ox  0.0%  0.6X  3.4%  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2. '"  o.ox  0.4X  o.ox  0.4X 
IRELAN>  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.0%  o.ox.  o.ox  0.0%  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox 
ITALY  o.ox  2.3X  2.~  0.0%  0.0%  5.3X  1. sx  o.ox  0.0%  3.2"  0.0%  3.6X  19. 1X  1.0%  o.ax  2.8X 
NEn£RLAN)S  0.0%  0.5X  o.ox  o.ox  9.2%  4.~  0.6%  5.2"  o.ox  2.4X  o.ox  1.3X  0.0%  2.2"  9.8X  2.3X 
\lUTED  Klta:X:N  o.ox  2.8X  0.()7;  o.ox  1.2"  o.ox  2.2"  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  10.2"  o.ox  o.sx  2.3J.  1.2" 
SPAIN  7.4X  0.9%  o.ox  o.ox  2.4X  17.~  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  1.8X  o.ox  o.ox  4.3J.  10.5X  0. 1X  3. 1X 
PORTI..CAI.  1.8X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  2.8X  o.ox  o.ox  0.()7;  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.()7;  o.ox  1.0X  0.()7;  0.6X 
TOTAL  9.2"  15.ox  2.7X  o.ox  28.0X  40.0X  35.2"  32.9%  o.ox  24.6X  o.ox  29.7X  43.3X  20.4X  29.7X  20.2" 
I  EX  - R.D.A  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  10.0X  0.()7;  2.6%  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  - o.ox  15. '"  5.2"  3.0X 
~ 
OTHER  FINL.AAD-- o.ox  2.6X  o:ox  o.ox  o.ox  2.6X  0.0%  0.()7;  o.ox  0.0%  0.0%  8.3X  30. 1X  0.0%  11 .6X  - 3.3!1;  VI 
A.W.E.S.  N:HIAY  o.ox  2.0X  o.ox  o.ox  0.9X  2.9%  o.ox  3.4!1;  o.ox  0.0%  O.OX·  5.4"  0.2"  4.7X  4.2"  1.4" 
SWEDEN  o.ox  0.7X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  15.4"  o.ox  o.ox  0.0%  1.9%  0.3X  0.5"  0.0%  0.4"  I 
TOTAL-A.W.E.S.  9.2"  20.2"  2.7X  o.ox  38.8X  45.5"  37.9%  51. 7X  0.~-- 24.6%  0.0%  45.3X  73.9%  40.~  50.7X  28.2" 
JAPAN  60.8X  33.~  45.3J.  o.ox  28.5"  41.5X  32.3"  25.3X  100.0X  68.2"  100.0%  42. 1"  26. 1X  19.4"  9. 1X  38.2" 
SOUTH  KrREA  20.4"  6.4~  31.4~  0.0%  4.1~  o.ox  24.2"  13.4"  0.0%  7.2"  0.0%  0.9%  o.ox  3.7X  1. 1X  13.4X 
CHIN4  o.ox  2.6X  4.7X  o.ox  4.3~  5.6%  2.5"  8.3J.  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  1.3J.  o.ox  1.3J.  LOX  2.6% 
POLAN)  o.ox  o.ox  0.4"  o.ox  2.2X  2.8X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  3.5"  o.ox  3.5"  10.9%  1.5" 
USSR  o.ox  7.~  1.2%  o.ox  6.2X  o.ox  0.0%  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.~  o.ox  21.0X  7.  1X  4. '"  YOUGOSLAVIA  4.7X  11.2"  1.3X  o.ox  1.2"  4.6X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  0.~  1  .4X  2.5X 
REST  r::F  W<RD  5.0X  18.0X  13.0X  o.ox  14.5X  o.ox  3.1"  1  .3"  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  6.0%  o.ox  9.SX  18.6%  9.4X 
TOTAL  WORLD  100.0X  100.0X  100.0X  o.ox  100.0X  100.0X  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  too.ox  100.0X  100.0X  100.0X  100.0%  100.0X 
Source:  Commlaalon/LMIS  contract TABLE  6 A - NEW  ORDERS 
1 000 CGT 
REV I  SED  F  IGI..R:S  AT  Tt£  EhO  rK Tt£  YEAR 
1978  1980  1981  1982  1983  19&4  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  '  1990 
E.E.C.  F.R.GERMmt'  728.1  813.0  871.2  716.7  550.4  644.5  819.7  328.8  533.8  652.8  934.9  486.5 
BELGllN  75.0  53.8  81.4  43.3  58.7  69.5  26.8  43.2  34.0  52.0  101.7  71.4 
DENoMK  317.1  284.8  296.6  250.6  428.9  405.2  86.0  305.9  219.2  205.3  192.4  596.4 
FIWU  63.8  556.4  333.0  175.9  136.4  108.5  262.5  132.4  60.5  204.6  185.9  136.2 
GREECE  82.4  4.5  10.3  4.6  7.4  29.4  5.1  6.5  6.1  5.0  0.8 
IRELAN)  19.2  1.3  18.2  1.3  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0 
ITALY  301.5  231.2  144.7  243.2  57.1  68.2  257.4  229.0  408.7  172.3  564.8  413.1 
t£Tl£Rl.NI)S  828.4  373.3  365.2  309.0  237.3  248.4  269.8  137.0  91.9  356.2  236.3  277.1 
'-IH TED  KltGXJ,t  827.8  350.2  410.8  301.5  150.4  107.6  224.4  112.0  116.5  124.2  209.2  205.1 
SPAIN  297.0  737.5  675.2  323.9  222.1  92.2  197.6  258.5  421.7  453.8  274.1  487.8 
~TUGAL  73.0  30.7  55.5  27.8  36.0  30.6  1.2  29.5  78.1  33.1  69.6  79.6 
TOTAL  3128.5  3314.4  3256.3  2403.5  1881.9  1780.1  2174.8  1581.4  1970.9  2260.4  2753.9  2754.0  I 
EX  - R;O:A  .  378.7  523.2  686.5  428.4  408.5  ~  968:-3  338.6  224.8--~--:-7  389.1  ~ 
a-. 
0Tt£R  ~  FINLAND  523.9  502.5  221.1  135.4  389.5  158.0  202.2~  637.7  108.0  63.0  256.7 
A.W.E.S.  t«JRWAY  381.6  408.7  156.4  108.8  208.2  129.9  136.4  139.2  112. 1  398.8  190.9 
SWEDEN  205.4  359.3  184.5  278.4  34.0  16. 1  59.2  71.4  13.2  110. 1  3.8 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  4659.5  4425.3  4905.5  3488.7  3091.0  2840.2  2887.3  2947.5'  3157.8  2718.5  3791.5  3594.5 
JAPAN  7337.5  8708.3  5823.1  4859.4  7389.1  6040.0  4440.0  3431.6  3120.5  3360.7  5879.7  6116.4 
SOUTH  KOREA  ~  325.4  939.3  893.3  1001.5  2147.1  1180.9  806.5  1352.4  1942.6  1203.0  1671.4  2169.2 
OtiNA  233.0  119.6  285.9  179.9  204.0  321.5  263.8  330.6  258.5  387.4 
POLAN)  208.4  146.0  133.3  489.8  417.1  270.3  321.4  302.6  218.4  209.5  218.4 
USSR  12.1  24.0  68.4  2.9  92.6  214.1  209.1 
YCWOSLAVIA  242.3  76.8  320.0  123.8  75.0  329.6  447.3  130.8  306.9  478.5  322.8 
REST~  WORLD  3659.9  1822.0  1951.4  1542.3  1323.4  1041.7  1383.7  660.4  822.0  895.2  1061.1  1285.9 
TOTAL  WORLD  15982.3  14357.7  14053.1  11533.2  14850.1  11777.7  10321.4  9482.1  9740.1  9125.9  13564.3  14303.5 
Source:  ~Comml••lon/LMIS contract TABLE  6 8  - I£W ORD£RS 
~T  SHARES 
F I  Gl.RES  AT  THE  END  OF  THE  YEAR 
1976  1980  1981  1982  1983  19M  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990 
E.E.C.  F.R.~  4.5X  4.3X  6.~  6.~  3.7X  s.sx  7.~  3.5%  s.sx  7.~  6.~  3.4% 
BELGJu.t  0.5X  0.4X  o.sx  0.4X  0.4%  0.6X  0.3X  o.sx  0.3X  o.sx  0.7%  o.sx 
~  2.0X  2.0X  2.1X  2.~  2.9X  3.4X  o.sx  3.~  2.3X  2.~  1.4%  4.2X 
F1WCE  0.4%  3.~  2.4%  1. sx  0.9X  0.~  2.5X  1.4X  0.6X  2.~  1.~  1.0X 
GREECE  o.sx  o.ox  0. 1X  o.ox  0.1X  0.3%  0. 1X  0.1X  0.1%  o.ox  0.~ 
lREL»>>  0.1~  0.0%  0.1X  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox  o.ox 
ITALY  1.9X  1.6X  1.0%  2. '"  0.4%  0.6X  2.5%  2.4%  4.2%  1.9X  4.~  2.~ 
t£Tt£RL.AN)S  3.9%  2.6X  2.6X  2.7%  1..6X  2.1X  2.6X  1  .4%  0.9X  3.9X  1.7%  1.9% 
1.1111 TED  K  ltGXN  l.9X  2.4X  2.9X  2.6X  1.0%  0.~  2.2X  1.2%  1.2%  1.4X  1. sx  1.4% 
SPAIN  1.SIX  5. 1X  4.8%  2.8%  1. 5%  o.ax  1.~  2.7%  4.3X  s.ox  2.0%  3.4X 
~~  0.5%  0.~  0.4X  0.2%  0.~  0.3X  o.ox  O.JX  0.8%  0.4X  o.sx  o.sx 
TOTAL  19.6X  23. 1%  23.2%  20.8%  12.7%  15. 1X  21. 1%  16.7%  20.2%  24.8%  20.3X  19.3X 
\  EX  - R.O.A.  2.7%  4.5X  4.6%  3.6X  4.0%  10.2X  3.5%  2.5X  3.4X  2.7% 
~ 
On£R  FII'I.».D 
--- . 3.6X  3.6X  1.~  o.sx  3.3%  1. 5%- 2. IX  6.5X  1.~  o.sx 
-
t.SX  ~  A.W.E.S.  NJRIAY  2.7X  2.~  1.4%  0.7%  1.8%  1.3X  1.4X  1.4X  1.2%  2.9X  1.3% 
SWEDEN  1.4%  2.6X  1.6X  1.9X  o.n  0.2X  0.6X  0.7%  0.1X  0.8%  o.ox 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  29.~  30.8X  34.~  30.2%  20.8%  24. 1%  28.0%  31. tX  32.4%  29.8X  28.0%  25. 1X 
JAPAN  45.SIX  46.7X  41 .4X  42. 1%  49.8%  51.3X  43.0%  36.2%  32.0%  36.8%  4J.JX  42.8% 
SOUTH  KOREA  I  2.0%  6.5%  6.4%  8.7%  14.5%  10.0%  7.8%  14.3%  19.9%  13.2X  12.3X  15.2% 
QiiNA  1.7%  1.0%  1.9X  1.5X  2.0%  3.4X  2.7%  3.6X  1.9%  2.7% 
POlAN)  1.5X  1.0%  1.~  3.3X  3.5%  2.6X  3.4X  3. '"  2.4%  1.5X  1.5% 
USSR  0.1%  0.2:110  o.sx  o.ox  1.~  1.6X  1.5X 
YOUOOSLAVIA  1.7%  o.sx  2.8%  o.sx  0.6X  3.2X  4.7%  1.3X  3.4X  3.5X  2.3% 
REST  OF  WORLD  22.SIX  12.7X  13.9%  13.4%  8.9X  8.8%  13.4%  7.0%  8.4%  9.8%  7.8X  9.0% 
TOTAL  WCRLD  1CO.OX  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 
Source:  Commle•lon/LWIS  controct TABLE  7  - BREAKDOWN  Of ORDERS  BY  ,LACS 
ORDERS  PLACED  fOR  IIEGISTRATIOH  UNDER  THE  fLAG  OF  A COIMJNITY  WEIIIER  STATE 
11171  1$82  1884  ( 1)  1$86 
with  lhlpyord  In  :A- notlonol 
I- oth1r  EC-eountrlea  A  B  c  A  II  c  A  II  c  A  B  c 
C - third eountrla1 
:11:  du  totol  84  5  31  77  1  22  83,$  3,$  32,2  76.1  7,0  16,4 
TOTAL  1n  'ODO  egrt/cgt  3.D27  1.8711  2.03$  1 2117 
ORDERS  RECEIVED  BY  COWWUNITY  SHIPYARDS 
11171  11182  1V84  ( 1)  11186 
fr~ lhlpowner  In  :  A- notlonol 
II- other  EC  countrlee  A  II  c  A  B  c  A  II  c  A  8 
C - third countrlea 
"du total  70  5  25  73  1  26  78,8  4,7  16.6  62,8  ~.8 
TOTAL  an  1000  eg(t/cgt  2  756  1.1188  1.657  1.581 
---- -~  ~~--
(1)  Serle rtvl11d  In  Woreh  11181 
Souret  1  Comml••lon/Lioyd'l Worltlme  Information  Servleee  contract 
Remarkl  1  1$78- EEC  excluding Gr11c1;  from  11188- EEC  Including Spain  and  Portugal,  111110- EEC  oncluding  E•-GDR 
There  may  be 1llght difference•  In  the  totol  eompored  with  elmllar  data  In  ather  tabl••· 
1V87  1$88  1V8V  1$$0 
A  B  c  A  II  c  A  8  c  A  II  c 
-
77.6  3.3  1V, 1  7$,6  5,8  14,6  54,2  3.8  42,0  5$,8  8,8  31,4 
1. 737  1.243  2  073  2.153 
' 
r....-J 
1!187  11188  1118!1  111!10  ~ 
c  A  8  c  A  8  c  A  B  c  A  B  c 
31,4  68,3  3,0  28,7  43,8  3,2  53,0  40,11  2,11  58,4  40,11  6, 1  53,0 
1 871  2.210  2.754  l. 143 -25 
TABLE  8  - TRENO  Of  HEW  ORDERS  BY  TYPE  Of  VESSEl 
Non-coroo  TOTAl 
Oil  tonkero  Bulk  carrl•r•  Co roo  ohlpo  v••••••  (lncludlno 
unspecified) 
1000  X  1000  X  1000  X  1000  X  1000  X 
cort  cort  cort  cor t  cort 
1877  War ld  700,6  1.7B3.2  8  407,3  2.060,8  14.040,11 
EEC  30,0  3,0  7!1, 1  4,2  1. 764,4  20,8  670,!1  22,6  2.!140,11  18,1 
1078  World  1.18!1,4  !134,8  6.163,8  1.1112.7  10.7116,7 
EEC  !16,2  4,7  23,11  4,4  1.341.3  21,8  !1111,!1  20,3  2.012,6  18,11 
15170  World  3.364,8  2. 744,11  !I  148,4  2.11411,8  14.207,11 
EEC  168. 1  !1.0  466,!1  17,0  1  172,6  22,8  747.6  2!1.3  2.!1!14,8  18,0 
lOBO  World  2.060.2  4  325,3  4  780.1  2. 2111  .II  14.357,  !I 
EEC  273.7  0,2  42!1.11  9,8  1.023.4  21.4  140.8  32.3  2.4153,8  17.2 
1981  World  1. 166.7  4  1134.11  4.067,11  2.433,0  14.053, 1 
EEC  7!1, I  6,4  487,11  o.o  I. 342,7  27,0  606,4  24,0  2  525,2  18,0 
1082  World  662,6  2.335,3  5  6711.11  2. 13!1, 4  10.813.2 
EEC  70.3  10,6  1117,5  8,5  1.003,2  22,0  1128.0  20,4  1. 8811,0  18,4 
15183  World  1.1582' 1  !1.370,3  !1.810,8  1.886,11  14.850,1 
EEC  112.3  5,5  110.1  2. 1  1.039,11  11 ,a  380,11  20,2  1.1523,8  10,11 
1984  World  1.176,2  3.800,6  4  142.2  1 .11511' 8  12.088,7 
EEC  1711,3  15,2  1155,6  4,3  1144,2  111, II  448,8  22,11  1. 815.7  14.  !5 
1000  cgt  X  1000  cgt  X  1000  cot  X  1000  cot  X  1000  cgt  X 
1984  War I d  ( 1)  470. 1  3.1118,4  5. 211!1,11  2.0811,2  11.777,6 
EEC  ( 1)  1!5,3  3,3  152,8  3,11  1  029,7  Ill, 4  4!50,3  22.0  1.1157.2  14. 1 
1985  World  57!5,4  2.454,5  !I  138,8  2  152,4  10.321.3 
EEC  18,0  J' I  154,9  6,3  1  Oll.5  20,1  769,6  3!1,8  1. 975' 8  19,1 
1986  World  1. 1911' 7  1  206.0  4  208,4  2.178,0  9.482,0 
EEC  0,0  0,0  108,0  8,3  768,15  18,3  704,7  25.4  1.!581,3  115,7 
1987  World  1.404,6  1.033,2  4  11110,7  2.402,7  11.740,2 
EEC  107,5  1,7  45.3  4,4  1  1211, 1  23,0  1180,1  28,7  1.971,0  20.2 
1988  World  781 ,II  2. 1114.5  3.985,11  2. 184 .o  8.125,11 
EEC  116,7  14,9  - 0,0  1.095.  !5  27,!5  \.048.1  47,8  2.260,4  24,8 
1980  World  1.1143,11  2.41!3,1  15.798,4  2.3311,3  13.!164,3 
EEC  2111,9  11,3  70,11  2,11  1. 454.3  21 '4  '.008.8  43,1  2.7!13,9  20,3 
1990  War I d  4. 127,9  1.6311,0  6  !530,2  2.006,!5  14.303,5 
EEC  542,11  13,1  207,0  12,6  1. 1!14,4  17,7  8451,0  42,4  2.7!13,0  10,3 
E•-GOR  - 0,0  - 0,0  386,6  !5,11  2.5  0,1  31111,1  2,7 
Source  :  Contrat  CEE/lloyd'o  Worltlmo  Information  Sorvlceo 
Remorks  :  From  1986  EEC  lncludlno  Spain  and  Portugal 
( 1 )  Se r l ••  rev l o ed  In  lola r ch  1986 TABLE  9 A - ORDER  BOOK 
1 000  CGT 
FIGURES  AT  Tt£  END  Of Tt£  YEAR 
1978  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989  1990 
E.E.C.  F.R.GER!oW«  2113.3  950.9  994.0  990.1  649.5  607.1  809.3  529.7  686.9  856.4  1314.6  1192.4 
-BELGill.t  277.0  331.7  311.5  261 .1  143.7  136.1  62.1  60.0  75.0  82.0  147.7  154.4 
~  923.5  652.4  618.9  603.9  707.7  692.2  442.1  429.8  473.9  459.6  589.7  927.7 
F'IWa  1770.4  1193.7  1138.2  978.5  598.6  263.3  382.7  371.2  234.5  379.9  361.9  397.2 
GREECE  240.6  245.4  191 .4  146.1  137.4  119.9  102.8  121.5  116.8  113.6  69.1 
IRELAN)  43.9  17.8  19.3  20.0  2.1  0.0  o.o  0.0  0.0  0.0  0.0  ·o.o 
ITALY  1036.2  639.8  427.3  480.4  356.3  195.5  345.5  465.8  864.8  904.2  1168.6  1298.4 
I£1'HERL.NI)S  917.1  493.7  551.7  498.8  308.8  331.6  300.3  195.6  141.8  365.1  414.5  443.4 
~I  TED  K  I  tGXlot  1989.4  615.0  768.9  714.1  506.1  292.3  352.5  325.4  369.7  317.1  376.5.  418.9 
SPAIN  1769.5  1754.0  1325.3  967.4  690.5  491.5  527.7  635.6  837.7  853.7  1004.1 
~Tl&\1.  191.2  240.4  258.4  124.1  138.3  94.0  67.0  108.3  114.0  155.7  181.6 
TOTAL  9070.8  7~6.3  7069.6  6322.0  4510.4  3484.3  3399.9  3075.0  3712.0  4432.8  5516.5  6087.2 
'.J".J 
EX  - R.D.A  88.0  187.6  528.6  352.3  309.6  752.0  739.4  572.8  659.4  762.6 
~ 
On£R  FINLMD  1144.3  1139.5  1023.8  710.3  642.2  544.4  483.9  991.0  962.9  652.1  589.4 
A.W.E.S.  t«JRWAY  589.3  670.3  371.9  185.6  229.8  148.1  146.8  136.9.  114.3  422.8  463.6 
SWEDEN  703.8  646.3  494.9  494.5  267.8  181.7  137.5  93.8  39.0  115.3  64.3 
TOTAL-A.W.E.S.  15839.2  9533.7  9613.7  8400.2  6429.4  4976.4  4583.7  4595.2  5673.1  6121 .8  7366.1  7967.1 
JAPAN  12~3.8  7297.8  7457.7  6640.2  8477.9  8221.5  5915.2  3915.9  2918.5  3473.9  5696.5  7494.7 
SOUTH  KOREA 
I  7943.2  1320.3  1711. 1  1854.9  2898.4  3223.1  2578.7  1909.2  2639.1  2342.7  2813.1  3500.7 
CHI~  260.9  298.3  493.5  433.2  486.5  547.0  647.3  809.8  681.0  813.6 
POlAND  1634.6  1459.0  1174.6  1143.1  1272.1  1018.1  1041.6  1251.6  1131.3  1080.1  1136.6 
USSR  128.9  92.7  53.9  42.8  74.1  248.5  343.1 
Ya.Q)Sl.AVIA  760.7  626.7  699.9  492.6  455.4  545.9  840.0  751.4  861.9  1011.4  1046.9 
REST  OF  ~D  3692.9  5045.1  5105.6  4570.7  4129.7  3448.0  3435.8  2796.8  2675.0  2857.9  3071.2  3343.5 
TOTAL  WORLD  39569.1  25592.2  26363.6  23731 .5  24118.5  22072.5  18563.9  15645.7  16556.0  17673.4  21967.9  25646.2 
Source:  Cammlaalon/LMIS  contract TABLE  9 8 - <RlER ~ 
t.4AAKET  SHARES 
FIGURES  AT  THE  END  OF  Tt£  YEAR 
1976  1980  1981  1982  1983  1984  1985  1986  1987  1988  1989_  1990 
E.E.C.  F.R.GEfiW«  S.JX  3.7X  3.8X  4.:DII  2.7X  2.8X  4.4%  3.4%  4.1%  4.8X  6.0%  4.6X 
BELGillot  O.?X  1.JX  1.:DII  1. IX  0.6X  0.6X  0.3%  0.4%  0.5%  o.sx  O.?X  0.6X  . 
~  2.JX  2.5%  2.3%  2.5%  2.9%  3. IX  2.4%  2.7%  2.9%  2.6X  2.7%  3.6X 
FJWa  4.SX  4.7%  4.3%  4.1X  2.5X  1.2X  2. IX  2.4X  I .4X  2.1X  1.6X  1. 5X 
GREECE  0.9X  0.9X  O.BX  0.6X  0.6X  0.6X  0.7%  o.n  o.n  0.5%  0.3% 
IRELAN>  0.1X  0.1X  0.1X  0.1X  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  0.0%  0.0% 
ITALY  2.6X  2.5X  1.6X  2.0%  1. 5X  0.9X  1.9X  3.0%  5.2X  5. 1X  5.4X  5.1X 
t£Tl£RL.AhDS  2.JX  1.9X  2.1X  2.1X  1.3X  1. 5%  1.6X  1.3X  0.9X  2.1X  1.9X  1.7% 
IJIIITED  KIIGXJ.t  5.0%  2.4X  2.9X  3.0%  2.1X  1.3%  1.9X  2.1X  2.:DII  1.8X  1.7X  1.6X 
SPAIN  6.9%  6.7%  5.6X  4.0%  3. 1X  2.6X  3.4X  3.8X  4.7%  3.9X  3.9X 
P(R~  o.n  0.9X  1 .1X  0.5X  0.6X  0.5X  0.4X  o.n  0.6X  o.n  o.n 
TOTAL  22.9X  27.7%  26.8X  26.6X  18.7%  15.8X  18.3%  19.7%  22.4X  25. 1X  25. 1X  23.7% 
EX  - R.O.A.  0.3X  O.BX  2.2X  1.6X  1.7%  4.8X  4.5X  3.:DII  3.0%  3.0% 
\!v 
Oll£R  FIHL»f)  4.5X  4.3%  4.3%  2.9X  2.9X  2.9%  3.1X  6.0%  5.4X  3.0%  2.JX  ~ 
A.W.E.S.  NORWAY  2.JX  2.5X  1.6X  o.sx  1.0%  o.sx  0.9X  0.8%  O.BX  1.9%  1.8X  I 
SWEDEN  2.8X  2.5X  2. 1X  2. 1X  1.2X  1.0%  0.9X  0.6X  O.:DII  0.5X  0.3X 
TOTAL  A.W.E.S.  40.0%  37.JX  36.5X  35.4X  26.7%  22.5X  24.7%  29.4X  34.3%  34.6X  3J.5X  31 . 1X 
JAPAN  30.6X  28.5X  28.3%  28.0X  35.:DII  37.2X  31.9X  25.0%  17.6X  19.7%  25.9X  29.:DII 
SOUTH  KOREA 
t  I  20.1X  5.:DII  6.5X  7.8X  12.0X  14.6X  13.9X  12.2X  15.9X  13.3%  12.8X  13.6X 
CHINA  1.0X  1.3X  2.0X  2.0X  2.6X  3.5X  3.9X  4.6X  3.1X  3.:DII 
POl.AN)  8.4X  5.SX  4.9X  4.7%  5.8X  5.5X  6.7%  7.6X  6.4X  4.9%  4.4X 
USSR  0.5X  0.4X  0.2X  0.2X  0.4X  1. 1X  1.JX 
YOUGOSLAVIA  3.0%  2.4X  2.9X  2.0%  2. 1X  2.9%  5.4X  4.5X  4.9X  4.6X  4. 1X 
REST  r:F  WCRLO  a.JX  19.7%  19.4X  19.3%  17. 1X  15.6X  18.5X  17.9X  16.2X  16.2X  14.0%  13.0% 
TOTAL  WORLD  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0X  100.0%  100.0X  100.0%  100.0%  100.0%  100.0% 
Source:  Commlaalon/UWIS  contract TABLE  10  - CJIDER  OCO<S  AND  DELIVERY  SOIIDJLE 
1990 
1000  cgt  - coeff.  1984 
for delivery  in  : 
Total 
order 
Prod.  books  at  1991  1992  1993  1994 
1990  31.12.90  and  beyond 
Germany  656,7  1.192,4  528,5  551,5  106,4  -
Belgium  71,7  154,4  69,8  58,3  26,4  -
Denmark  305,5  927,7  398,5  331,8  197,4  -
France  114,0  397,2  168,9  169,1  59,3  -
Greece  45,5  69,1  69,1  - - -
Ir  land  - - - - - -
Italy  327,6  1.  298,4  605,1  243,8  299,1  150,5 
Netherlands  263,5  443,4  382,2  52,4  8,8  -
lK  144,6  418,9.  173,8  207,3  37,8  -
Spain  364,8  1.004,1  548,9  329,1  89,2  36,8 
Portugal  64,6  181,6  127,9  38,2  15,5  -
1UfAL  EOC  12  2.358,5  6.087,2  3.072,7  1.987,5  839,9  187,3 
Ex-GDR  344,9  762,6  335,5  212,0  201,8  13,3 
Source  COntrat CCE/Lloyd's N.mritilne  Information Services TABLE  11- EWPLOYUENT  IN  CONSTRUCTION  OF  NEW  VESSELS  IN  THE  COMMUNITY 
11175  1~78  1878  1880  1!181  11182  11183  1!1114  11185  1986  1987  1988 
8elghn  7.487  6.814  8.258  8.523  8.347  4.680  4  104  4.060  3.1123  2.!1!15  2.548  2.270 
Derwnork  18.830  12.000  8.000  11.400  II. 350  11.800  II.  200  10.300  10.200  7.000  7.000  7.300 
frGnce  ( 1)  32.500  25.300  23.000  22.200  22.200  21  600  21.000  16.1140  15.053  13.700  8.840  8.850 
Gtr1110ny  48.838  31. Ill  27.3811  24.784  26  521  27.600  25.1166  22.183  22.260  18  184  12.875  14.845 
Greece  2.318  :  :  2.672  3.3!13  2.900  2.812  2.000  2.000  1  708  1.621  1.855 
lr lond  8811  840  750  750  762  882  550  - - - - -
Italy  25.000  20  000  111.000  18.000  16.500  13.750  12  800  12.800  12  000  11.570  ( 4)  !1.500  (4)  8  428 
Hetherlda(2)  22  662  17  540  14.540  1J  100  13  100  12  800  II  250  10.330  6  236  5.400  3  600  3  500 
UK  54.550  41.050  31.200  24.800  25.345  25.000  20  486  14  655  10  200  (J)  8.500  (J)  8 .ooo  (J)  5  500 
TOTAL  EEC  10  208.8JJ  154.457  132.017  124.2211  125  518  121  012  110  168  93  274  81  877  6!1.058  54  084  50  548 
Spain  :  :  :  :  :  18.000  18  000  ( 4)  17. JOO  14.000 
Portugal  :  :  :  5  370  5.087  5.020  4  412 
TOTAL  EEC  12  :  :  :  :  :  105.247  92  145  76.404  68.!160 
~~--~  ~  --~  - L___  - -
(Tobie  complied  from  notional  aourcoa) 
(1)  from  11186  on  the  figure  covert  joba  In  new  ahlpbulldlng  ond  naval  and  paro-no~ol  bu•ldlng  (eonverelan,  naval  veaaela  and off-thoro  voaeele) 
The  figure  for  the preceding yeora  u1lng  the  aome  method  oro  1!175  32  500,  1!180  23.700.  11185  :  17.700 
(2)  from  1!175  to  1884  ~  Including  naval  dockyarda  eatlmoted  to  be 
11175  :  1.800;  11178  and  111711  :  J  200:  1!180  3  400,  1981  II  1!1112  3  200;  1983  11  1984  2  800 
(3)  Excluding  joba  In  Harland a Wolff  (Northern  lrlond). 
Thll  figure  for  11185  ond  18118  woo  4.000:  for  1887  and  11188  woa  3.500.  lor  1989  woo  2.370  and  for  1!1!10  woe  2450 
1!189  1!190 
2.307  2.377 
7.900  8.400 
8.800  6.600 
14.732  (8)  15.2117 
(5)  1.535  550  - -
(4)  8.675  (7)  !1.840 
J  500  3.800 
(J)  4.124  (3)  4.006 
50.573  50.~70 
12.550  11.  ~40  ' 
4.245  3.845 
67.3118  66.745 
~-
(4)  2.780 unemployed  ahauld be  added  to  thle  ll9ure  lor  IQ87,  2  850  far  tgaa  and  2  ~81  lor  1!189,  a!  these  2  000  represent  o  •truc\urol  overcapacity  for  whom  no  new  jobt can  be  found. 
'  (~)  Include•  Hoval  Building 
(II)  Excludln9  jobs  In  Ex-GOR's  yards 
(7)  of  which  1.838 currently  Inactive 
:  Unovolloblo. 
I 
\J'v 
\Jv 
I B 
St  Nlklaas - Antwerpen 
OK 
Aalborg* 
Vest  Lo I I and* 
ESP 
Pals Vasco 
D 
Bremen* 
Emden* 
LUbeck* 
Hamburg* 
F 
Loire-AtlantiQue* 
Dunker que* 
Haute  Normandle* 
Basse  Normandle 
Provence 
Charente* 
TABLE  12 
RENAVAL  ZONES 
Genova 
Trieste 
Venezia 
NL 
Rh I jn-De Ita* 
Amsterdam-Noord* 
p 
Setubal* 
UK 
Plymouth* 
Strathclyde 
Fife 
Tyne  and  Wear* 
Cleveland* 
Merseyslde 
Zones··wlth  corresponding  operational  programmes  approved;  for  the 
other  zones  the programmes  will  be  approved  in  December  1991. ANNEX  2 
GLOSSARY GLOSSARY 
1.  Tonnage  Measurement 
The  word  •tonnage•  Is  a  term  used  to give an  lnd.lcatlon of  a  ship's size. 
It  can  have  widely  differing  meanings  depending  upon  the  purpose  of  the 
assessment.  e.g.  measuring  the  vessel's  volumetric  capac.ity  or  Its  weight 
carrying capacity. 
Measurement  systems  have,  therefore,  been  1a1d  down  In  tonnage  regulations 
for  specific  purposes  but,  due  to  differences  1n  national  crlter1a  used, 
the  outcome  is  not  necessar tly  the  same  for  similar  vessels  ,registered 
under  diJferent  flags. 
On  18  JU!Y  1982,  the  1969  IMO  Convention  on  Tonnage  Measu~ement  for  ShiPS 
entered  into  force,  affecting  all  ships  built  after  that  date  for 
registration  in  signatory  countries.  Thus,  a  uniform  system  for  the 
calculation of  two  of  the  most  Important  notions·,  viz.  "gross  tonnage"  and 
"net  tonnage",  is  now  being  appl led  to  an  Increasing  number  of ships of  the 
world  fleet. 
2.  Types  of  tonnage 
Displacement  tonnage 
A  ship's  displacement  is  the  weight  of  water  displaced  by  the  ShiP;  the 
displacement  tonnage  equals  the  sum  of  the  ship's  actual  weight 
(lightweight)  and  its maximum  allowed  contents  (deadweight). 
Lightweight  tonnage 
The  I ightweight  is  the  weight  of  the, ship  as  bui J,t  (hull,  o.utf (t  and 
machinery)  including  boiler  water,  lubricating. oi I  and  the  cooling  water 
system's  contents. 
(Commercially  it  Is  almost  only ·employed  when  considering  the  scrapping 
value  of  a  ship). Deadweight  tonnage  (dwt) 
Deadwe lght  Is  the  tot  a 1  sum  of  the  we lght  of  the  cargo  wh lch  a  sh lp  can 
carry and  the weights of  Its fuel,  stores,  water  ballast,  fresh  water,  crew 
and  passengers  plus  baggage.  It  represents  the  difference  between  the 
loaded  ship displacement  and  the  lightweight. 
(Commercially  It  Is  the notion most  commonly  used  by  shipowners  in  order  to 
assess  the  transport  capacity of  a  vessel  In  relation to heavy  and/or  bulk 
cargoes). 
Gross  register  tonnage  (grt) 
grt  is  a  value  calculated  accordrng  to  various  national  regulations  in 
order  to  Indicate  the  volumetric  internal  capac1ty  of  the  ship,  certain 
spaces  being,  however,  exempted;  tt  is  expressed  tn  gross  register  tons  of 
100  cubic  feet  or  2.83 m3. 
(Before'  the  coming  into  force  of  gt  regulations  it  wa!i';  widely  used  for 
regrstrat1on  purposes,  levying of  harbour  fees  and  duties,  etc). 
Net  register  tonnage  (nrt) 
nrt  is  eQually  a  calculated  value  supposed  to  represent  the  earning 
capacity  of  the  ship;  It  Is  obtained  by  deducting  certain  non  revenue-
earning  spaces  form  the  grt  and  it  is  accordingly  express~d  in  100  cubic 
feet  units or  2.83m2. 
(Its  use  is  similar  to  that  of  grt  but  less  frequent  and  mainly  as  the 
basis  for  port  charges). 
Gross  tonnage  (gt) 
gt  Is  the  tonnage  calculated  according  to  the  1969  Tonnage  Measurement 
Convention.  It  is  a  dimensionless  value  now  gradually  replacing grt  for  al 1 
official  purposes  concerning  vessels under  flags  of  signatory countries. 
(The  commercial  and  legal  applications of  gt  will  make  It  the  most  Widely 
used  parameter). Net  tonnage  (nt) 
Net  tonnage  Is  likewise  calculated  according  to  a  formula  laid  down  by  the 
1969  Tonnage  Measurement  convention.  It  Is  also  a  dimensionless  value  and 
not  be  taken  as  less  than  0.30 gt. 
(It  replaces nrt  In  many  of  Its  former  applications but  there  is  a  tendency 
towards  a  more  universal  use of  gt  for  harbour  and  canal  duties.) 
3.  Compensated  gross  register  tonnes  Ccgrt> 
Compensated  gross  tonnes  Ccgt) 
The  volume  of  work  that  goes  into bui ld1ng  a  vessel  is  not  directly related 
to  its  size  but  also  depends  on  its  type,  degree  of  techn1cal 
sophistication  etc.  For  statistical  purposes,  regard1ng  the  output  and 
order  Intake  of  the  shipbuilding  industry,  the  AWES  as  well  as  the  OECD 
developed  in  the  late  s1xttes  a  series  of  special  coefficients,  for 
different  ship  types  and  sizes,  by  means  of  which  the  work  content  involved 
1n  the  building  of  homogeneous  groups  of  vehicles  could  be  assessed  from 
their  grt  values  (grt  x coefficient  - cgrt). 
Initially  the  AWES  and  the  OECD  coefftctents dtverged  markedly,  but  tn  1977 
new  coefficients  for  cgrt  calculatiOns  were  developed  by  the  AWES,  which 
were  subsequently  also  agreed  upon  by  the  OECD.  This  explatns  why  certain 
1976  (or  earlier)  OECD  statisttcs  in  cgrt  are  not,  or  not  always, 
comparable  with other  series. 
With  the  coming  Into  force,  in  1982,  of  the  IMO  Convention  it  became  again 
necessary  to modify  the  compensated  tonnage  calculation system,  in order  to 
take  Into  account  that  for  certain ship  types  (in  particular  RoRo-vessels, 
car  ferries  and  vehicle  carriers)  gt  values  have  Increased  considerably  as 
compared  with  gr t  va I  ues.  Moreover,  recent  ships of  these  types  te.nd  to  be 
of  more  complex  build and  new  coefficients  have,  therefore,  been  adopted. 
They  are  appl !cable as  from  1  January  1984. 4.  Compatibl llty of  OECD  and  LUIS  statistics 
The  data  for  the  OECD  statistics  are  supplied  by  the  OECO  member 
governments.  Where  the  Member  States  are  concerned  they  constitute, 
therefore,  an  official  source,  but  since  the  data  only  refer  to  the 
situation  In  the  OECD  member  countries  they  cannot  be  used  for  making 
worldwide  comparisons.  Moreover,  the calculation of  cgt  (or  cgrt)  values  Is 
carried  out  by  the  respective  administrations  so  that  discrepancies  may 
somet1me  arise  as  to  when  an  order  is  regarded  as  being  definite,  in  the 
classification  of  vessels  and  as  to  what  coefficient  should  be  used  for 
establishing cgt  for  certain vessels of  a  hybrid  type. 
The  data  produced  by  Lloyd's  Maritime  Information  Services  (LUIS)  are  not 
infallible  either,  but  because  they  are  gathered  worldwide  by  LMIS  own 
outposts  according  to  uniform  crlter1a,  they  const1tute  a  more  homogeneous 
source  of  informational lowing  comparisons on  a  global  level  to  be  made. 
LMIS  supplies  Information  to  the  Commission  under  a  contract  and  the  basic 
data  only  contain  gt  (or  grt)  and  dwt  references.  The  cgt  (or  cgrt)  values 
are  calculated  at  the  Commission's  Joint  Research  Centre  in  lspra  by 
computer  process1ng  of  the  LMIS  1nput,  using  the  OECD  calculation 
coefflctents. 
Desp1te  certain  differences  which  can  somet1mes  ar1se  from  the  different 
procedures  for  establishing  the  OECD  and  the  LMIS/Commtssion  series  of 
statistics,  the  two  sets  of  data  show  trends  which  generally  point  in  the 
same  direction.  Since  the  divergence  between  the  two  sources  1s  only 
random,  and  the  present  report  is essentially  concer~ed with  indicating  the 
main  trends,  the·  reference  to  only  one  source  ·is  generally  of  no 
consequence. 